
The study of chemical processes in organisms

“Organisms are made of chemicals, require 
chemicals to live, & every thing that organisms do 
is ultimately the result of chemical interactions”

● the chemistry of carbon
● organic compounds
● functional groups
● macromolecules / polymers
● dehydration synthesis and hydrolysis 

reactions

Organic compounds = 
contain C covalently bonded 
to another C or H (may 
contain other elements)

Methane is the simplest 
organic compound

● biomolecules - molecules involved in biochemical 
processes

● All biomolecules are organic but not all organic 
compounds are biomolecules

● Carbon has unique chemical properties which 
allow for the diversity of biomolecules



The Carbon Atom

How many 
valence 
electrons?

What is 
the atomic 
number?

What is the 
mass 
number?

What kind of 
bonds will it 
form? How  
many?

Carbon
● 4 valence e- 
● can form 4 covalent bonds

● More than oxygen (2), hydrogen (1), nitrogen (3), 
phosphorous (3), and sulfur (2)

● Can form large chains of C-C bonds (C bonded 
to C)

● C bonds are strong and stable
● Can form an almost infinite number of 

compounds

● Hydrocarbons = molecules which consist of H 
bonded to chains of C

● Carbon skeleton = chain of C and H which forms 
the 'backbone' of large organic compounds and/or 
biomolecules

Ethane Propane

Carbon skeletons vary in length.

Butane Isobutane

Skeletons may be branched or un-branched.

1-Butene 2-Butene

Skeletons may have double bonds, which can vary in location.

Cyclohexane Benzene

Skeletons may be arranged in rings.

Functional Groups

● Biological Molecules are made of more 
elements than just Carbon and Hydrogen

● Functional Groups = The portion of molecules 
that participate in chemical reactions

● They determine the chemical properties of 
molecules



-NH2

-CO

-COOH

-OH

-PO4

-SH

Macromolecules
● Macro = large, micro = small
● Macromolecules in biology consist of carbon 

skeletons with functional groups
● Monomers = building blocks, basic units
● Dimers = two monomers bonded together
● Polymers = long chains of monomers attached 

to each other
● Often many repeating monomers

Isomers
● Have the same chemical formula but a different 

arrangement of atoms
● ex. glucose and fructose
● Both C6H12O6



Monomers (also Isomers)
Examples:

Glucose Fructose

Monomers

both glucose

Many monomers in Biology form ring shapes

Each corner represents a Carbon atom
  (except if it's O for oxygen)

Condensation Reaction / 
Dehydration Synthesis

● Monomers combine to form dimers or 
polymers in condensation reactions 
called dehydration synthesis

● In this reaction H2O, water, is formed
● OH- (hydroxide ion) is removed from one 

monomer
● H+ (hydrogen ion) is removed from the 

other monomer
● H+ + OH- → H2O

Dehydration Synthesis
Breaks off, becomes OH-

Breaks off, become H+

H+ + OH- → 
H2O

Monomer 1 + Monomer 2 → Dimer

Monomer + Polymer → Bigger Polymer

Polymer Monomer

Dehydration Synthesis

Maltose

Glucose + Glucose

Dehydration Synthesis

Hydrolysis Reactions

● Hydro = water, lyse = split
● H2O is split into hydroxide and hydrogen
● H2O → OH- + H+

● OH- added to one monomer
● H+ added to polymer or other monomer
● Reverse of condensation reaction / dehydration 

synthesis



Hydrolysis Reaction

OH- addedH+ added

bond breaks

H2O → H+ + 
OH-

Polymer (now smaller) Monomer

Original polymer

Dehydration vs. Hydrolysis

Dehydration synthesis builds up molecules

Hydrolysis breaks down molecules
&


